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Abstract— Anomaly detection on complex network is re-

ceiving increasing attention, e. g., for finding illegal financial

transactions, or for understanding the behavior of people via

analyzing social network data. This paper presents a novel

method for recognizing and finding anomalies in complex

networks. Specifically, it targets multi-layer social network data

aiming at finding abnormal behavior of some (groups of) nodes

in the network. The method starts by measuring the centrality

of all nodes in each layer of the multi-layer network, continues

by applying many-objective optimization with full enumeration

based on minimization, and obtains the Pareto Front. Objective

functions to be optimized simultaneously are the centrality of

each layer in the network and thus, the number of objective

function are the numbers of existing layers of a multi-layer

networks. After the Pareto Front settles, the set of nodes in

the Pareto Front are considered as a basis for finding the set

of suspected anomaly nodes, using the novel ACE-Score. The

ACE-Score is calculated by considering the centrality of a node

in the i � th layer, the mean of the centrality in that layer,

the standard deviation, and the edge density of each layer. A

high ACE-Score then indicates candidate anomalous nodes. We

evaluate the approach on generated synthetic network as well as

real-world complex networks, demonstrating the effectiveness of

the proposed approach. A key feature of our proposed approach

is its interpretability and explainability, since we can directly

assess anomalous nodes with respect to the network topology.

I. INTRODUCTION

Identifying and detecting anomalies in complex networks
is an important research problem that is relevant in various
contexts, e. g., for behavioral analysis in social interaction
networks [2], [19], in financial transaction networks regard-
ing fraud detection [11], or in trading networks between
countries, for example, to obtain interesting insights into
anomalous economical issues of specific countries [15], [16].

In this work, we aim to identify and analyze potential
anomalies in complex networks using many-objective opti-
mization. We specifically focus on a specific class of net-
works, i. e., multiplex/multi-layer networks. For multi-layer
networks, each node is not only part of a single (layered)
network but part of multiple layers of a complex network
and low/high centrality of node in one layer of network
might not imply low/high node centrality in another layer of
the network. Optimizing more than three objective function
simultaneously can be categorized as many-objective opti-
mization, yielding the Pareto Front in high dimension.

Different layers as different objective functions can be
complementary, it means that if, e. g., minimizing the cen-
trality of one layer is also minimizing the centrality of
another layer as well. In contrast, the layers can be contrary
(conflicting) one to the other – meaning that the structure of
centrality is very different.

For our experiments, we apply data from synthetic net-
works generated by Erdős-Rényi random graphs with a set
of different p values in order to generate structurally different
network layers. In addition, we also evaluate the proposed
approach using a real-world social multi-layer network con-
sisting of different kinds of online and offline relationships
(Facebook, Leisure, Work, Co-authorship, Lunch) between
the Faculty members of the Computer Science department
at Aarhus University. We perform experiments on those syn-
thetic and real-world data sets, demonstrating our proposed
approach. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

1) This paper presents a novel approach for identifying a
set of anomalous nodes using many-objective optimiza-
tion on multi-layer networks. The optimization is based
on minimizing network centrality and finding a set of
less important nodes in the network.

2) Furthermore, we present a novel measure (the ACE-
Score) for identifying anomaly candidates balancing
criteria of connectedness, centrality and density.

3) In our experiments, we evaluate the proposed method
using synthetic as well as real-world data. We generate
simple to interpret network structures, and demonstrate
the effectiveness of our approach in this synthetic data
as well as real-world multi-layer networks.

4) One particularly appealing feature of our proposed
approach is its interpretability and explainability: the
results of many-objective optimization and the presented
ACE-Score can directly be assessed – in a human-
centered way – using simple and intuitive topological
network features, also connected to the network (layers).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
discusses related work. The next Section III describes the
proposed method in detail before we discuss our evaluation
and results in Section IV. For the last, Section V draw
the conclusion with a summary and outlines interesting
directions for future work.
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II. RELATED WORK

The analysis and detection of irregular (unfamiliar) or
exceptional patterns, i. e., anomalies, in network-structured
data is a novel research area, e. g., for identifying new
and/or emerging behavior, or for identifying detrimental or
malicious activities, e.g., [3], [11], [18], [27]–[29].

There are different definitions of an anomaly. Accord-
ing to the classical definition of [10], “an outlier is an
observation that differs so much from other observations
as to arouse suspicion that it was generated by a different
mechanism”. Adapted to anomalies in networks (represented
by graphs), the general graph anomaly detection problem
can be defined as follows: “Given a [. . . ] graph database,
find the graph objects [. . . ] that are rare and that differ
significantly from the majority of the reference objects in the
graph” [1]. Considering networks (represented by graphs),
we can focus on different types of graph objects. We can
consider individual node, links/edges between nodes, or more
complex substructures of nodes and/or links, respectively.
Currently, in the literature there are mainly approaches
for handling individual point anomalies corresponding to
detecting individual nodes, c. f., [1]. However, in real-world
networks the situation is typically more complex than only
considering point anomalies and static graphs: for these it
is difficult to capture the multi-relations of the complex
heterogeneous networks. Therefore, we extend our focus
from point anomalies to groups and more complex structures,
i. e., towards multiplex networks.

Optimizing many-objectives functions (� 3) simultane-
ously, called Many-Objective Optimization is applied for
tackling many problems not only in science and engineering
but in social sciences as well. In this line of research,
different approaches have been developed. One of them
aims to reduce the complexity, such as e. g., [15]. Other ap-
proaches are multi and many-objective optimization applied
for network analysis such as [8], [16], [30], and [17]

In this paper, we adapt an approach proposed by Maulana
et al. [16], [17]. They presented an approach to analyze
centrality and community modularities of nodes on multi-
layer networks. The first step of the approach starts by
measuring the centrality of all nodes on all layers of multi-
layer network. This is followed by applying many-objective
optimization with full enumeration of all layers based on a
maximization problem to find the Pareto Front. In contrast to
this approach, we utilize the Pareto Front as a non-dominated
solution generated by many-objective optimization for min-

imization as a basis to extract a set of anomaly candidates,
i. e., a set of suspected anomalous nodes from the network.

III. METHOD

In our research and experiment, we utilized several meth-
ods from network science and optimization, which are;
multi-layer networks, network centrality, edge density, many-
objective optimization and networks statistical approaches.
Below, we first present an overview of our approach before
we introduce the specific steps in detail.

A. Algorithmic Overview

In this paper, our objective is to detect anomalous be-
havior of some nodes in multi-layer networks; we start by
identifying a set of nodes that have some unusual behavior in
terms of their interaction to other nodes. For that, we focus
on the network structure, and target nodes with little con-
nectivity or deviating network structure, i. e., nodes having
a low centrality in the networks. Utilizing many-objective
optimization and statistical network analysis approaches, we
apply the following steps for identifying anomalous behavior
of nodes in multi-layer networks.

1) First, we estimate the centrality of all nodes in each
layer of the multiplex network, as well as the network
density of each layer.

2) Second, we apply many-objective optimization for iden-
tifying a set of less important nodes through minimiza-
tion (using node centrality); the number of layers be-
come the number of objective function to be optimized
simultaneously in order to find the Pareto Front.

3) Given the Pareto Front, we select a candidate node from
that Pareto Front, if (1) it has no connection/link in at
least one layer from the multiplex network, or (2) it has
a very low centrality in a layer with very high density,
or its centrality is almost zero.

B. Multi-Layer Networks

A multi-layer (or multiplex) network consists of multiple
layers – modeling multiple relations. It can be defined as
graphs composed of a number of n nodes and m different
link sets for those nodes, which we call layers. The set of
nodes is denoted by V , the sets of links are symbolized by
El, l 2 {1...m}. Furthermore, a multiplex network then can
be represented formally as G = (G1, G2, . . . , Gl, . . . , Gm),
where Gi = (Vi, Ei). A visual depiction of the network with
different layers is shown in Figure 1. Next, each network Gl

is represented by the adjacency matrix Al with the elements
a
l
ij = W

l
ij > 0, where a

l
ij = W

l
ij > 0, if there is a

positive weight of the link between those nodes vil and vjl,
vil, vjl 2 El in layer l, and a

l
ij = 0 otherwise. To simplify

the formalization of weighted multiplex networks, we will
consider only taking a positive integer value or zero of the
link between any pair of such nodes vil and vjl in a layer l

Fig. 1. Depiction sketch of a multi-layer network consist of ten nodes, with
two types of different link. The difference link in this network illustrated
by different color of the edge



C. Network Centrality

In network science, there are special methods for finding
the most influential node/vertice in the network using the
notion of so-called network centrality. Network centrality
methods for finding a key player or the most influential nodes
in a social setting [5], [6] include e. g.,

• Closeness centrality, which used to measure the distance
from a specific node to all other nodes [22];

• Betweenness centrality, used to define the number of
shortest paths past the certain nodes in the network [4];

• Eigenvector centrality, which is considers the number
of links from other nodes, their importance, and to how
many these nodes themselves point to, c. f., [23] and

• Degree centrality, which is center of interest on the
number of peers for a connected nodes [7]; [24], re-
spectively.

For our proposed approach, we consider eigenvector cen-
trality, which is computed for each layer of the network. We
apply eigenvector centrality, since this precisely corresponds
to our intuition for estimating the notion of connections
to important nodes and/or parts of the network, which is
relevant for anomaly detection. However, in general, our
method can be applied by using different centrality measures.
Furthermore, the eigenvector centrality can be defined as
follows: For a given graph G := (V,E) with |V | number
of nodes, let A = (av,t), v 2 {1, ..., |V |}, t 2 {1, ..., |V |}
be the adjacency matrix, i.e. av,t = 1 if vertex v is linked
to vertex t, and av,t = 0 otherwise. The relative centrality
score of vertex v is defined as:

xv =
1

�

X

t2M(v)

xt =
1

�

|V |X

t=1

at,vxt ,

where M(v) is a set of the neighbors of v while a � is
a constant. Furthermore, the eigenvector centrality in vector
notation can be rewritten into a simple equation as follows:
Ax = �x; it is clearly defined that x is an eigenvector of A.
Since there could be many eigenvectors of A, by convention,
the eigenvector that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue
is considered. There are two most important factors that
influence the eigenvector centrality of each node: (1) the
number of neighbors that point to the node, and (2) the
weight of neighbors that point to the node. Furthermore,
there is also a possibility that nodes with more neighbors
have a lower eigenvector centrality compared to nodes with
fewer neighbors. This condition can be happen, when the
neighbors of the less connected node have higher weights.

D. Centrality-Based Many-Objective Optimization Approach

In this paper, we apply many-objective optimization of
network centrality of multi-layer network and finding the
Pareto Front of the less important nodes not only in a single
layer but in all layers simultaneously. For each layer we thus
define one objective function, since our method is applied to
minimize the eigenvector centrality of that layer. By this way,
for a multiplex network G with layers G1, ..., GM , then M

is defined as the number of objective functions.

Each node in the each layer of the network has different
centrality either it is high or low and dominated or non-
dominated. The node centrality is said to be non-dominated
if there is no other point which is better or equal of the
centralities in different layers and better in at least one
criterion or in one layer. For this approach on how to
compute the non-dominated subset from a finite set of N

solutions then the algorithm by Kung, Luccio and Preparata
is the fastest known approach [14]. It accomplishes this task
with a time complexity in O(N logN) for M = 2, 3 and
O
�
N(logN)M�2

�
for M > 3. For the approach proposed

in this paper, we computate thus Pareto Fronts using many-
objective optimization (by minimizing eigenvector centrality)
to find non-dominated solutions, i. e., a set of nodes with very
low importance in the multi-layer network. The set of nodes
in the Pareto Front, i. e., the set of non-dominated solutions,
is then the basis to select suspected anomalous nodes.

E. Statistical Analysis Based on Edge-Density

For statistical analysis of the nodes, we apply the nodes’
mean centrality and standard deviation, for a respective layer,
for deriving a specific score as discussed below. Furthermore,
we include another parameter, i. e., the edge density: It
measures the fraction of present to possible edges: In a
dense graph the number of edges is close to the maximal
number of edges. In contrast, a graph with only a few edges
is then a sparse graph. For undirected simple graphs, the
graph density is defined as: D = 2|E|

|V | (|V |�1) . For a directed
graph, this graph density is divided by two, in order to take
the directionality of edges into account.

F. Assessing Anomalous Nodes

For the final step in finding a set of nodes that have no
connection or have very low centrality in a high density layer,
it is necessary to know the density of the layer and less
important nodes which are far from the mean in that layer.
We propose a special score to be applied for indicating a node
as an anomaly, the so-called ACE-Score (Anomaly candidate
based on Centrality Evaluation). The ACE score considers
the mean and standard deviation of the centrality of all nodes
in a specific layer (of the multiplex network), e. g., one which
has very high edge density compared to other layers. Using
the ACE-Score for the set of nodes on the Pareto Front,
we choose those with the highest ACE-Score, or those that
are very close to this score and are far from the mean µ

in each layer. Then, these nodes are indicated as anomalous
candidate nodes. Also, these candidates can then further be
assessed and inspected in a human-centered approach.
The ACE-Score for node v in layer l is formalized as:

ACE(v, l) =
✓
µl � xvl

�

◆
Dl

in which;
µl = mean of nodes centrality in layer l
xvl= centrality of each node/vertex v in layer l
� = standard deviation of nodes’ centrality in layer l
Dl = edge density of network in layer l



IV. CASE STUDY AND IMPLEMENTATION

For our evaluation, we provide experiments and case
studies using a synthetic as well as a real-world network data.
For the synthetically generated network, we apply Erdős and
Rényi models since these are standard models that are simple
to interpret. For the real-world network, we utilize a standard
multiplex network dataset from Aarhus university.

A. Case Study I: Synthetic Multi-Layer Networks

The first step to interpret results of the many-objective
centrality optimization and statistical network analysis for
anomaly detection, we started out by computing the exact
Pareto Fronts of eigenvector centrality using synthetically
generated artificial multiplex networks.

Fig. 2. Synthetic Network generated by a Erdős Rényi random graph
generation strategy. Each layer consists of 100 nodes. For the different layers
(1-5), layer 1 top left, layer 2 top right, etc. to bottom layer 5 we apply
different link probabilities p for generation. That means, that each layer has
a different edge-density.

The networks are generated via a random graph according
to the Erdős and Rényi model. In this complete graph model,
each edge has a probability of 1 � p need to be removed
from the network. Therefore, we can vary the probability and
number of nodes to generate different networks and layers,
specifically. We generated the network with number of nodes
(N = 100) and link probability (p = 0.05 to p = 0.3) and the
number of layers consist of 5 layers. We denote the layer with
g1 to g5. We choose five layers of this multiplex network,
and apply many-objective optimization with these layers in
order to compare the result of the approach with real world
social multiplex network which has five layers.

The applied synthetic network based on Erdős-Rényi
graph generation can be seen in Figure 2. Overall, we per-

formed a round of experiments, and take this specific instan-
tiation as an example for demonstrating the methodological
approach. Other instantiations showed similar results.

For our example case, as a result of the estimation of
eigenvector centrality and the application of many-objective
optimization for synthetics networks, we found 38 nodes
in the Pareto Front. From these 38 nodes, we found some
nodes with very high ACE-Score, or nodes that are very
close to these and show a large deviation from the mean µ.
For finding nodes with very high ACE-Score we consider to
extract them from the layers that have high density D. In our
case, these are the layers 3, 4 and 5. Here, we found 6 nodes
(35, 40, 48, 66, 68 and node 99) which are then categorized
as anomalous nodes. As can be seen in Figure 3, we select
the nodes with the highest ACE-Score that are also in the
Pareto Front, focussing on the denser layers, while the low-
density layers are neglected since these also feature quite
low ACE-Scores. Intuitively, this makes sense, since a node
with a low connectivity and/or high Eigenvector centrality
on a layer with higher density then gets a higher chance
for proposed as an anomalous node. It is important to note,
that layers 1 and 2 feature some unconnected nodes - which
can then be indicated as anomaly candidates for these layers
based on a connectivity criterion. Such a (simple) criterion
can of course be implemented complementing the Pareto-
front-based selection.

TABLE I
STATISTICAL CHARACTERIZATION: SYNTHETIC MULTIPLEX NETWORK

Layer µ � D
L1 (p = 0.03) 0.194114 0.1911789 0.028889
L2 (p = 0.05) 0.34386 0.1979547 0.056566
L3 (p = 0.20) 0.674128 0.1472402 0.198384
L4 (p = 0.25) 0.651931 0.1232115 0.235556
L5 (p = 0.30) 0.726498 0.1220831 0.29899

Fig. 3. ACE-Score for Synthetics network consist of 5 layers. In each
layer, the nodes with the highest ACE-Score (in dense layers) lead to being
indicated as anomalous nodes.

B. Case Study II: Real-World Multi-Layer Network

The applied network data consists of five layers modeling
online and offline relationships (Facebook, Leisure, Work,
Co-authorship, Lunch) between the employees of the Com-
puter Science department at Aarhus University. The network
includes 61 nodes (members at the department).



Fig. 4. Aarhus multi-layer network in which the link between nodes are
different for each layer and the difference link of the layer illustrated by
different color of connected edge .

As result of estimating the centrality for all nodes in
all layers and applying many-objective optimization through
minimization, we found the Pareto Front that consists of 6
nodes. As shown in Figure 6 these are the nodes 1, 8, 12,
14, 37 and 60. In determining the nodes to be categorized
as an anomaly node, we consider high density D layers as
a basis to find nodes with the highest ACE-Score. Also, we
consider the ones closest to the highest ACE-Score and far
from the Mean µ, being contained in the Pareto Front.

TABLE II
STATISTICAL CHARACTERIZATION: AARHUS MULTIPLEX NETWORK

Layer µ � D
Layer 1 0.257986 0.291311 0.1054645
Layer 2 0.273081 0.331148 0.06775956
Layer 3 0.073182 0.240734 0.01147541
Layer 4 0.176249 0.22261 0.04808743
Layer 5 0.266831 0.20674 0.1060109

From those nodes in the Pareto Front, we found the highest
ACE-Score in each layer (this can be seen from the Figure
7), which is in the layer 1, the highest score achieved by
node 60, and in layer 2 are node 1 and node 14, in layer 3
are node 4, 8, 12, 14 in layer 4 are node 1 and node 14 and in
layer 5 is node 1. Therefore, in this network we can actually
collect “evidence” towards designating nodes as anomalous
from several layers of the network. As a consequence, we can
identify four nodes out of six nodes in the Pareto Front to be
categorized as anomalous nodes. Therefore, the designated
final anomalous nodes are 1, 12, 14 and node 60. In the social
context this then indicates, for example, that node 1, node

Fig. 5. Visualization of Aarhus network on layer 5. Here can be seen how
the nodes connect to the others with many connection, few connection or
even without any single connection.

Fig. 6. Pareto Front of Aarhus multi-layer network, consisting of 6 nodes
of non-dominated solutions. These are node 1, 8, 12, 14, 37, and node 60.

12, node 14 and node 60 are not very active in the interaction
with their colleague in terms of special interactions (Layer1
= Facebook, Layer 2 = Leisure, Layer 3 = Work, Layer 4 =
Co-authorship, Layer 5 = Lunch): node 60 and node 12 are
very rare in interaction with their colleagues on Facebook,
node 1 and node 14 are not very active in communication
with their colleague related to leisure and co-authorship.
The analysis process described above provides for a human-
centered interpretable and explainable approach since simple
network metrics and topological indicators can be easily
inspected in context on the multiplex network, making use of
the visualization of different layers and contextual inspection
of the parameters on those [21], [26].



Fig. 7. ACE-Score for Aarhus network (5 layers). In each layer, the nodes
with the highest ACE-Score (in dense layers) lead to being indicated as
candidates for anomalous nodes.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed an approach for centrality-

based anomaly detection on multi-layer networks using
many-objective optimization. We presented a novel method
for identifying anomaly candidates minimizing Eigenvector
centrality in order to obtain a Pareto Front of potential
anomaly candidates. Given these, we apply a statistical
criterion – formalized in the novel ACE-Score – which
balances, connectivity and Eigenvector centrality of a node
in relation to density relative to the containing layer.

For our evaluation, we conducted experiments using syn-
thetic as well as real-world multi-layer network data. Specif-
ically, we utilized an artificial dataset generated by an Erdős
Rényi random graph generating approach. Furthermore, we
applied a multiplex network capturing different (social)
relations at the Computer Science department of Aarhus
university. Overall, our results indicate, that we can quite
well identify anomalous nodes based on the criteria of
connectivity and importance (as estimated by the Eigenvector
centrality), always relative to the density of the containing
network/layer. Also, a specific advantage of the proposed
method is its interpretability and explainability, referring to
the network structure and topological features which can be
intuitively assessed in a human-centered approach, c. f., [21].

For future work, we aim to extend the analysis towards
further real-world complex networks, in order to capture
and investigate further real-world phenomena about potential
anomalies, e. g., in feature-rich networks [12]. In addition, we
plan to analyze other centrality measures in order to compare
those results with Eigenvector centrality in terms of detection
performance. Furthermore, we aim to investigate interactive
explanation methods for anomaly detection, also including
declarative approaches, e. g., [9].
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